
 
 



WONDER LOOP Cruise

Redemption Location
(ワンダークルーズ 道頓堀 日本橋 船着場) 1-16, Dotonbori, Chuo-ku, Osaka, Along the river B1 (Dotonbori Riverside Grill Wonder)
 

https://maidocoin.com/entrance/?lang=en
https://maidocoin.com/entrance/?lang=en
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oXH-_2qjNlU


Official Website
https://wondercruise.jp/doton/
 
Notice
1. Please check the operation schedule on theOfficial Website.
2. Sometimes the operation will stop due tometeorological conditions such as strong windand rainfall.
3. You may not be able to board the boat if it is full.
4. The ride is only open to passengers with reservations on every Monday to Wednesday.

Umeda Sky Building KUCHU TEIEN OBSERVATORY Ticket
(2023/5/15~)

Redemption Location
(梅田スカイビル 空中庭園展望台) Umeda Sky Building, 1-1-88 Oyodonaka, Kita Ward, Osaka (39th floor ticket counter)
 
Official Website
https://www.skybldg.co.jp/en/
 
Notice
1. It cannot be used on special days such as the Osaka Naniwa Yodogawa Fireworks Festival (2023/8/5) and New Year's Eve.
2. For guest who use wheelchair please take the high-floor elevator from the first floor of Tower East.
3. In case of heavy rain, the rooftop floor may be closed.

Kintetsu Department Store Original Set Exchang Ticket

Redemption Location
(あべのハルカス近鉄本店)1-1-43 Abenosuji, Abeno-ku, Osaka city, Osaka,
Wing Building 3.5th Floor Foreign Customers Salon
 
Official Website
https://abenoharukas.d-kintetsu.co.jp/special/foreign/index.html
 
Notice
1. It can be exchanged for the Kintetsu Department Store Original Set. (Imabari Premium Towel & Kintetsu Department Store
Mascot Folder Set)
2. Please note that the set product cannot be returned or changed
3. This is only applicable at Kintetsu Department Store Main Store ABENO HARUKAS.
4. The picture is for reference only, the actual product please focus on the physical product.

https://wondercruise.jp/doton/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ezYPmNdS_no
https://www.skybldg.co.jp/en/
https://abenoharukas.d-kintetsu.co.jp/special/foreign/index.html


Santa Maria Day Cruise ticket
2023.04.01~NEW

Redemption Location
(サンタマリアのりば) 1-1-10, Kaigandori, Osaka Shi Minato Ku, Osaka Prefecture
 
Official Website
https://suijo-bus.osaka/language/santamaria/
 
Notice
1. Please check the operation schedule on the official website.
2. Sometimes the operation will stop due to meteorological conditions such as strong wind and rainfall.
3. You may not be able to board the boat if it is full.

Osaka Station direct shopping mall "LUCUA osaka" 1000 yen common product coupon in branch
(2023/6/13~)

Redemption Location
(ルクア大阪) The service center on the 2nd floor of LUCUA 1100
※Acceptance until June 30, 2024.
 
Official Website
https://www.lucua.jp/en/
 
Notice
1. Content includes:1 coupon for 1000 yen
2. This coupon cannot be exchanged for cash, nor can it be used to purchase other coupons, stamps, postcards, etc.
3. This ticket cannot given change.
4. This coupon cannot be used at part of the stores in LUCUA. (Stores not available: LUCUA 5F "C-pla", LUCUA 9F "FUJIMOTO
Ophthalmology", LUCUA 1100 (Ihre) B1F "McDonald's")In addition, the store picture currently displayed is for March 2023, and the
store may be changed.
5. Business hours may be changed without notice. In addition, no refunds will be given even if you cannot use it due to temporary
closure, full occupancy, etc.
6. One-time use per person (Facility reserves the right of final interpretation and decision making of the Terms of Use).
 

https://suijo-bus.osaka/language/santamaria/
https://www.lucua.jp/en/


Osaka Restaurant Floor "Ichiroku Gourmet" 1300 yen meal ticket
(2023/5/15~)

Redemption Location
3-1-3 Umeda, Kita Ward, Osaka  Toki no Hiroba "Bar del Sole" on the 5th floor of JR Osaka Station
※"Bar del Sole" will be closed from 7/18 (Tue) to 7/21 (Fri),during this period meal vouchers cannot be redeemed.
 
Official Website
https://osakastationcity.com/16gourmet/
https://osakastationcity.com/pdf/ichiroku_inbound.pdf
 
Notice
1. We will give you a total of two meal tickets, one for 1000 yen and one for 300 yen, which can be used at the target store.
2. Meal vouchers can be used as cash vouchers at the following stores.
・Ichiroku gourmet on the 16th floor of the South Gate Building「Miyazaki Shabu-Shabu Kiriho(宮崎しゃぶしゃぶ霧峰)」「A
Ran(あ・らん)」「Osaka Chikuyotei(大阪竹葉亭)」「Uosa(佐)」「Ginza Hageten(銀座ハゲ天)」「Yomenya Goemon(洋麺屋五右
衛門)」「Salon roe and I(サロン卵と私)」「Saint Marc(サンマルク)」「Cafe Eikokuya(カフェ 英國屋)」「Niku no Takumi
Nagataya(肉の匠 永田屋)」「Tsuru (弦)」「Hakakuan(八かく庵) 」「PIER 30 GRILL」「Chinese Cuisine Rhodes(中国料理 ロド
ス)」
・「Cafe de Clever」 on the 1st floor of the South Gate Building
・「San Marco」 on the first basement floor of the South Gate Building
・ Toki no Hiroba (5th floor of Osaka Station) 「Bar del Sole」
3. Multiple meal tickets can be used for each transaction.
4. Meal vouchers cannot be exchanged for cash or given change.
5. Meal tickets will be collected at the store where they are used.
6. Meal vouchers cannot be used at Daimaru Umeda, Hotel Granvia Osaka, LUCUA Osaka, Eki Marche Osaka, Osaka Station City
Cinema, etc.
7. The store you can use this ticket may change.
8. Business hours are subject to change without notice. In addition, no refunds will be given even if you cannot use it due to temporary
closure, full occupancy, etc.
9. Cancellations and refunds cannot be made after redeeming meal tickets.
10.Cannot be used by presenting the QR code. Please be sure to exchange it for a meal ticket before using each store.
11. Cannot be used outside of the target stores.
12. One-time use per person (Facility reserves the right of final interpretation and decision making of the Terms of Use).
 

298 Yakinuku Coupon JPY1000

Redemption Location
●298 Shinsaibashi
1-2-8 Shinsaibashisuji, Chuo Ward, Osaka City, Osaka Prefecture
●298 Umeda store 3
5-8 Doyama-cho, Kita-ku, Osaka-shi, Osaka
(North side of Izumi Square)
●298Sannomiya(Kobe)
Ajibiru Sannomiya B1, 1-4-2 Kitanagasadori, Chuo-ku, Kobe
●298 Fukushima
6-1-39 Fukushima, Fukushima-ku, Osaka City, Osaka Prefecture

https://osakastationcity.com/16gourmet/
https://osakastationcity.com/pdf/ichiroku_inbound.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TGv70R5L37k


 
Official Website
 
298 Shinsaibashi
https://298shinsaibashi.owst.jp/en/
298 Umeda store 3
https://ajibiru-kashin-umeda.owst.jp/en/
298 Sannomiya(Kobe)
http://www.ajibil.com/shop/298S.html
298 Fukushima
https://r.gnavi.co.jp/jm0fdd5d0000/
 
Notice
1. You can enjoy a 1000 yen coupon.
2. If there is a price difference, the difference needs to be paid on site.
3. 298 Sannomiya Branch is located in Kobe.
4. The 1000 yen coupon can be used at any of the following 5 stores -  298 Shinsaibashi store, 298 Umeda store 3, 298 Sannomiya store,
and 298 Fukushima Store
5. Please understand that there may be cases that the ticket cannot be used because the store is full.

Nonotori Coupon JPY1000

Redemption Location
●野乃鳥なんば堂
GEMSNanba, 8F, 3 Chome-7-19 Nanba, Chuo Ward, Osaka
●KOBE YAKITORI STAND 野乃鳥(Kobe)
EKIZO KobeSannomiya, 1 Chome-1-1 Kitanagasadori, Chuo Ward, Kobe
●野乃鳥 梅味堂
Under JR Elevated bridge 34, 3 Chome-3-15 , Nakazakinishi, Kita Ward,Osaka
 
Official Website
野乃鳥なんば堂
https://nonotory.jp/stores/nambado/
KOBE YAKITORI STAND 野乃鳥(Kobe)
https://nonotory.jp/stores/kobe-yakitori-stand/
野乃鳥 梅味堂
https://nonotory.jp/stores/umemido/
 
Notice
1. You can enjoy a 1000 yen coupon.
2. If there is a price difference, the difference needs to be paid on site.
3. KOBE YAKITORI STAND Nonotori is located in Kobe.
4. The 1000 yen coupon can be used at any of the following 3 stores -Nonotor Nambado, KOBE YAKITORI STAND Nonotori, Nonotor
umemido.
5. Extra fee for side dishes will be charged while entering the restaurant.
6. Please understand that there may be cases that the ticket cannot be used because the store is full.
7. Present Travel Contents APP at checkout and enjoy 10% points reward.
Click here to download：http://onelink.to/xyx76x

https://298shinsaibashi.owst.jp/en/
https://ajibiru-kashin-umeda.owst.jp/en/
http://www.ajibil.com/shop/298S.html
https://r.gnavi.co.jp/jm0fdd5d0000/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wg6_QwDLejA
https://nonotory.jp/stores/nambado/
https://nonotory.jp/stores/kobe-yakitori-stand/
https://nonotory.jp/stores/umemido/
http://onelink.to/xyx76x


Wagyu beef Unou Fukushima main store 1000 yen coupon
(Period limited:2023.12.20 ~ 2024.03.29)

Redemption Location
Fukushima main store: 2-chome-7-7 FukushimaFukushima Ward, Osaka
 
Official Website
https://unoufukushima.owst.jp/
https://www.instagram.com/unou_7319/?hl=ja
 
Notice
1. Price difference required if needed.
2. Please check the official website in advance for business hours.
3. We apologize for the possibility that the store may not be available when it is full.
4. Time limit is 90 minutes during peak hours.
 
 

Osaka Third Line Classroom 0ne-Hour Experience (Advance reservation required)
(Period limited:2023.12.20 ~ 2024.03.29)

Redemption Location
(@500円/時間〜おきなわ三線教室 三線が安い 習い事に最適) 4-4-5 Tatsuminaka, Ikuno-ku, Osaka-shi, Osaka Prefecture
 
Official Website
https://500en-sanshin-school.jimdosite.com/
(Reservation Website)
https://airrsv.net/sansin/calendar
 
Notice
1. Product Content: 1-hour experience fee.
2. Please check the official website in advance for business hours.

Someya Takahisa Dyeing Experience with a 1000 Yen Discount Coupon (Advance reservation
required).
(Period limited:2023.12.20 ~ 2024.03.29)

Redemption Location
(染め屋 貴久 KIKYU)6-17 Sakae-cho, Ikeda-shi, Osaka Prefecture
 
Official Website
https://someyakikyu.com/

javascript:;
https://unoufukushima.owst.jp/
https://www.instagram.com/unou_7319/?hl=ja
javascript:;
https://500en-sanshin-school.jimdosite.com/
https://airrsv.net/sansin/calendar
javascript:;
https://someyakikyu.com/


(Reservation Website)
https://kikyu.urkt.in/ja/direct/offices/65/courses
 
Notice
1. You can enjoy a 1000 yen coupon.
2. Price difference fee required if needed.
3. Please check the official website in advance for business hours.

Japan Shajindo Association Headquarters Dojo 1000 yen coupon(Advance reservation required)
(Period limited:2023.12.20 ~ 2024.03.29)

Redemption Location
(日本殺陣道協会)1-1-27 Kitahorie, Nishi-ku, Osaka, Osaka Prefecture (3F)
 
Official Website
https://nihontatedokyokai.com/
 
Notice
1. You can enjoy a 1000 yen coupon.
2. Price difference fee required if needed.
3. Please check the official website in advance for business hours.
4. Reservation required.

Kawaii Osaka KIMONO SHOP Kimono Purchase/Kimono Experience with a 1000 Yen Discount
Coupon.
(Period limited:2023.12.20 ~ 2024.03.29)

Redemption Location
(着物レンタル・販売｜Kawaii Osaka)1-9 Souemonchō, Chuo Ward, Osaka
 
Official Website
https://kawaii-osaka.jp/
 
Notice
1. You can enjoy a 1000 yen coupon.(Kimono purchase/Kimono experience)
2. Price difference fee required if needed.
3. Please check the official website in advance for business hours.
4. Service may not be provided due to factors such as reservation status. It is recommended to make online reservations through the
website.

https://kikyu.urkt.in/ja/direct/offices/65/courses
javascript:;
https://nihontatedokyokai.com/
javascript:;
https://kawaii-osaka.jp/


Mizunasu Kobo Yosakoi Store 1000 Yen Discount Coupon
(Period limited:2023.12.28 ~ 2024.03.29)

Redemption Location
(水なす工房やくし)9-22 Tsuda Kitamachi, Kaizuka City, Osaka
 
Official Website
https://yosakoi1949.jp/view/contract
 
Notice
1. You can enjoy a 1000 yen discount coupon. 
2. No change will be given for payments less than 1000 yen. 
3. If there is a price difference, the remaining amount should be paid on-site. 
4. Please check the official website in advance for business hours.

YOSAKOI Restaurant Main Store 1000 Yen Discount Coupon
(Period limited:2023.12.28 ~ 2024.03.29)

Redemption Location
(Yosakoi)9-22 Tsuda Kitamachi, Kaizuka City, Osaka
 
Official Website
https://www.kai-yosakoi.jp/
https://www.facebook.com/udonnyosakoi/
 
Notice
1. You can enjoy a 1000 yen discount coupon.
2. No change will be given for payments less than 1000 yen.
3. If there is a price difference, the remaining amount should be paid on-site.
4. Please check the official website in advance for business hours.
5. If the restaurant reaches full capacity, the use of the coupon may not be possible. Your understanding is appreciated.

javascript:;
https://yosakoi1949.jp/view/contract
javascript:;
https://www.kai-yosakoi.jp/
https://www.facebook.com/udonnyosakoi/


Kitashinchi Tempura BONJI 1000 Yen Discount Coupon
(Period limited:2023.12.28 ~ 2024.03.29)

Redemption Location
(TEMPURA BONJI)1-3-16 Doshima, Kita-ku, Osaka, Osaka
 
Official Website
https://tabelog.com/osaka/A2701/A270101/27114159/
 
Notice
1. You can enjoy a 1000 yen discount coupon.
2. No change will be given for payments less than 1000 yen.
3. If there is a price difference, the remaining amount should be paid on-site.
4. Please check the official website in advance for business hours.
5. If the restaurant reaches full capacity, the use of the coupon may not be possible. Your understanding is appreciated.

Kushiage Kitchen DAN 1000 yen discount coupon
(Period limited:2023.12.28 ~ 2024.03.29)

Redemption Location
Umeda Store: 1-6-2 Shibata, Kita-ku, Osaka City, Osaka
Shinsaibashi Store: 1-6-15 Higashi-Shinsaibashi, Chuo-ku, Osaka City, Osaka
Juso Store: 2-9-14 Jusohigashi, Yodogawa-ku, Osaka City, Osaka
Ishibashi Main Store: 2-1-8 Ishibashi, Ikeda City, Osaka
 
Official Website
Umeda Store: https://tabelog.com/osaka/A2701/A270101/27110276/
Shinsaibashi Store: https://tabelog.com/osaka/A2701/A270201/27090744/
Juso Store: https://tabelog.com/osaka/A2701/A270302/27014364/
Ishibashi Main Store: https://tabelog.com/osaka/A2706/A270603/27010925/
 
Notice
1. You can enjoy a 1000 yen discount coupon.
2. No change will be given for payments less than 1000 yen.
3. If there is a price difference, the remaining amount should be paid on-site.
4. Please check the official website in advance for business hours.
5. If the restaurant reaches full capacity, the use of the coupon may not be possible. Your understanding is appreciated.
6. The coupon is limited to one use per store. For instance, if you've used it at the Umeda store, you are still able to redeem it at the
Shinsaibashi store.

javascript:;
https://tabelog.com/osaka/A2701/A270101/27114159/
javascript:;
https://tabelog.com/osaka/A2701/A270101/27110276/
https://tabelog.com/osaka/A2701/A270201/27090744/
https://tabelog.com/osaka/A2701/A270302/27014364/
https://tabelog.com/osaka/A2706/A270603/27010925/


Kitashinchi Kushikatsu Bon 1000 yen discount coupon
(Period limited:2023.12.28 ~ 2024.03.29)

Redemption Location
Kitashinchi Restaurant Branch:1-3-14 Doshima, Kita-ku, Osaka, Osaka (3F)
Kitashinchi Restaurant Main Store:1-3-16 Doshima, Kita-ku, Osaka, Osaka (B1F, Doshima Mary Center Building)
 
Official Website
Kitashinchi Restaurant Branch:https://restaurant.ikyu.com/108474/?pndt=1
Kitashinchi Restaurant Main Store:https://restaurant.ikyu.com/108430/?pups=2&pndt=1
 
Notice
1. You can enjoy a 1000 yen discount coupon.
2. No change will be given for payments less than 1000 yen.
3. If there is a price difference, the remaining amount should be paid on-site.
4. Please check the official website in advance for business hours.
5. If the restaurant reaches full capacity, the use of the coupon may not be possible. Your understanding is appreciated.
6. The coupon is limited to one use per store. For instance, if you've used it at the branch store, you are still able to redeem it at the
main store.

Tecchiri Labo Minamimorimachi Free lunch voucher (one meal) (reservation required in advance)
(Period limited:2023.12.28 ~ 2024.03.29)

Redemption Location
(てっちりラボ 南森町店)2-4-36 Minamimorimachi, Kita-ku, Osaka, Osaka
 
Official Website
https://tecchirilabo.owst.jp/

(Booking Website): https://www.hotpepper.jp/strJ003516192/yoyaku/hpds/?ROUTE_KBN=20&dspn=gn9koKHuWVTW6Kplijj6-7k-
r8STLoSriwy17DPQoSTREXIP5pIk4QRutgFPR6ZexSYJiJutD4idLABW_xkUfQ
 
Notice
1. Enjoy a free lunch (one meal).
2. The voucher is valid for lunch only and cannot be used for dinner.
3. Some dishes on the daily menu may be subject to change.
4. Please check the official website in advance for business hours.

javascript:;
https://restaurant.ikyu.com/108474/?pndt=1
https://restaurant.ikyu.com/108430/?pups=2&pndt=1
javascript:;
https://tecchirilabo.owst.jp/
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Yamayoshi Restaurant 1000 Yen Coupon
(Period limited:2023.12.28 ~ 2024.03.29)

Redemption Location
(Yamayoshi)441-2 Toritori, Hannan City, Osaka
 
Official Website
https://sushiyamayoshi.com/
 
Notice
1. You can enjoy a 1000 yen discount coupon.
2. No change will be given for payments less than 1000 yen.
3. If there is a price difference, the remaining amount should be paid on-site.
4. Please check the official website in advance for business hours.
5. If the restaurant reaches full capacity, the use of the coupon may not be possible. Your understanding is appreciated.

1000 yen common coupon for shopping center "Eki Marche Osaka" in Osaka Station
(2023/6/13~)

Redemption Location
(エキマルシェ大阪)The informtation counter in Eki Marche Osaka
※Acceptance until December 31, 2023.
※E-tickets can be exchanged for coupons within 90 days from the date of reservation.
※Cannot be used or exchanged on days when the facility is closed <5/9 (Tue), 9/5 (Tue)>
 
Official Website
https://osaka.ekimaru.com/en
 
Notice
1. Content includes: 2 common coupons for 500 yen
2. The valid period of printed coupons ends on the last day of the "next month" after the time of the e-ticket redemption. (For
example: If it is exchanged into a printed coupon on MAR 15, the valid period of the that coupon ends on APR 30.)
3. This ticket can be used multiple times per transaction.
4. This ticket cannot be exchanged for cash or given change.
5. Business hours may be changed without notice. In addition, no refunds will be given even if you cannot use it due to temporary
closure, full occupancy, etc.
6. Cancellations and refunds cannot be made after redeeming meal tickets.
7. Cannot be used by presenting the QR code. Please be sure to use each store after exchanging it for a coupon ticket.
8. Cannot be used outside of the target stores. (Stores not eligible for coupons in Eki Marche: JTB, bank ATM, DreamShop)
9. A total of 500 sets will be provided (while stocks last only).
10. One-time use per person (Facility reserves the right of final interpretation and decision making of the Terms of Use).

javascript:;
https://sushiyamayoshi.com/
https://osaka.ekimaru.com/en


Daimaru Matsuzakaya Department store chiso-zanmai Daimaru Umeda Coupon 1000 Yen
(2023/6/1~)

Redemption Location
(馳走三昧)Daimaru Osaka-Umeda 14F, 3-1-1 Umeda, Kita-ku, Osaka, Japan
 
Official Website
https://www.daimaru.co.jp.e.md.hp.transer.com/umedamise/restaurant/chisozanmai.html
 
Notice
1. You can enjoy a 1000 yen coupon.(Only applicable for the case of spending over 5000 yen per person).
2. Please check the official website for the opening hours in advance.
3. If there is a price difference, the difference needs to be paid on site.
4. Please understand that there may be cases that the ticket cannot be used because the store is full.
5. One-time use per person (Facility reserves the right of final interpretation and decision making of the Terms of Use).

Tennouji MIO Mall Common Voucher: 1500 Yen Discount Coupon
(2023/9/1~)

Redemption Location
(天王寺MIO)10-39 Heidenaincho, Tennoji-ku, Osaka City, "Tennoji MIO Main Building," 2nd Floor Information Counter
※Available hours 11:00~20:00
 
Official Website
https://www.tennoji-mio.co.jp/lang/en/access/
 
Notice
1. This offer is only valid for stores within Tennouji MIO (Main Building and Plaza Building).
2. Not available at some stores. Please ask the staff at each store when using this coupon.
3. Please pay the remaining balance of the discount coupon in cash. No change will be given.
4. Coupons are non-refundable and cannot be redeemed for cash.
5. We are not responsible for any fire, theft, loss, or destruction of the coupon.
6. The operating hours of some stores may differ. In case of any changes to the operating hours, we regret to inform you that no
separate notice will be given.
7. Content includes: 3 common coupons for 500 yen
8. One-time use per person (Facility reserves the right of final interpretation and decision making of the Terms of Use).

https://www.daimaru.co.jp.e.md.hp.transer.com/umedamise/restaurant/chisozanmai.html
https://www.tennoji-mio.co.jp/lang/en/access/


Voucher for the Japanese Initial D Sports Car Theme Pavilion (valued at 5500 yen)
(Closed from 2023/12/30～2024/1/5)

Redemption Location
(MR.HIRO CAR STUDIO)12-21, Izuo 4-chome, Taisho-ku, Osaka City, Osaka Prefecture
 
Official Website
https://mrhiro-jdm.com/
Reservation
https://mrhiro-jdm.com/rental
 
Notice
1. Content includes: ①Japanese initial D sports car rental discount 2000 yen ②professional racing simulator 2000 yen discount for
experience with 30 points or more ③ Electric drift car experience 1500 yendiscount for experience with 20 points or more
2. One ticket can be experienced separately by multiple people. For example: adults play racing simulator, children play drift car.
3. Only valid on the same day.
4. For initial D sports car rental, it is recommended to make an appointment in advance on the official website.
5. Please note that there may be cases where it may not be available due to full occupancy.
6. The sports car rental experience requires a driver’s license. Please confirm the relevant information in advance on the official
website.

Dotonbori Grill & Bar Wonder Choquet 1000 Yen
(2023/5/15~)

Redemption Location
(Dotonbori Grill & Bar Wonder)1-1-16 Dotonbori, Chuo-ku, Osaka B1 Riverside
 
Official Website
https://wonderpub.jp/
 
Notice
1. You can enjoy a 1000 yen coupon.
2. Please check the official website for the opening hours in advance.
3. If there is a price difference, the difference needs to be paid on site.
4. Please understand that there may be cases that the ticket cannot be used because the store is full.
5. Contains alcoholic beverages for sale. Purchases are restricted to individuals over the age of 20.

https://mrhiro-jdm.com/
https://mrhiro-jdm.com/rental
https://wonderpub.jp/


Osaka Gourmet Walk(2 Tickets)

Redemption Location
●1-16, Dotonbori, Chuo-ku, Osaka, Along the river B1 (Dotonbori Riverside Grill Wonder)
 
Official Website
http://gourmet-walk.com/
 
Notice
1. Please present the ticket at the redemption counter to get 2 meal voucher.
2. Please hand the whole tickets as attached together with stub when ordering at each location.
3. Cannot substitute menu for another menu.
4. No refund for unused tickets under any conditions.
5. Please check the official website for the opening hours of the redemption counter in advance.

Osaka Umeda Takoyaki Market, Kougaryu HEP NAVIO Store 1000 yen discount coupon
(2023/7/3~)

Redemption Location
(甲賀流 HEP NAVIO店)7-10 Kakuda-cho, Kita-ku, Osaka-shi, Osaka HEP Five 1st floor
 
Official Website
https://takoyakimarket.com/index.html
 
Notice
1. You can enjoy a 1000 yen discount coupon.
2. Please check the official website in advance for business hours.
3. If there is a price difference, you will need to pay the balance on-site.
4. There may be situations where the coupon cannot be used due to the store being full. We apologize for any inconvenience.

http://gourmet-walk.com/
https://takoyakimarket.com/index.html


Osaka Umeda Takoyaki Market, Yamachan HEP FIVE Store 1000 yen discount coupon
(2023/7/3~)

Redemption Location
(やまちゃん 梅田HEP FIVE店)5-15 Kakuda-cho, Kita-ku, Osaka-shi, Osaka HEP Five 1st floor
 
Official Website
https://takoyakimarket.com/index.html
 
Notice
1. You can enjoy a 1000 yen discount coupon.
2. Please check the official website in advance for business hours.
3. If there is a price difference, you will need to pay the balance on-site.
4. There may be situations where the coupon cannot be used due to the store being full. We apologize for any inconvenience.

Osaka Umeda Takoyaki Market, Aizu-ya Umeda HEP NAVIO Store 1000 yen discount coupon
(2023/7/3~)

Redemption Location
(会津屋 梅田HEP NAVIO店)7-10 Kakuda-cho, Kita-ku, Osaka-shi, Osaka HEP Five 1st floor
 
Official Website
https://takoyakimarket.com/index.html
 
Notice
1. You can enjoy a 1000 yen discount coupon.
2. Please check the official website in advance for business hours.
3. If there is a price difference, you will need to pay the balance on-site.
4. There may be situations where the coupon cannot be used due to the store being full. We apologize for any inconvenience.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dbJ6ER5g6GM
https://takoyakimarket.com/index.html
https://takoyakimarket.com/index.html


Osaka Umeda Takoyaki Market kukuru HEP FIVE Store 1000 yen discount coupon
(2023/7/3~)

Redemption Location
(kukuru HEP FIVE店)5-15 Kakuda-cho, Kita-ku, Osaka-shi, Osaka HEP Five 1st floor
 
Official Website
https://takoyakimarket.com/index.html
 
Notice
1.  You can enjoy a 1000 yen discount coupon.
2. Please check the official website in advance for business hours.
3. If there is a price difference, you will need to pay the balance on-site.
4. There may be situations where the coupon cannot be used due to the store being full. We apologize for any inconvenience.

Osaka Umeda Takoyaki Market, Takoyaki juhachiban HEP NAVIO Store 1000 yen discount coupon
(2023/7/3~)

Redemption Location
(たこ焼 十八番 HEPナビオ店)7-10 Kakuda-cho, Kita-ku, Osaka-shi, Osaka HEP Five 1st floor
 
Official Website
https://takoyakimarket.com/index.html
 
Notice
1. You can enjoy a 1000 yen discount coupon.
2. Please check the official website in advance for business hours.
3. If there is a price difference, you will need to pay the balance on-site.
4. There may be situations where the coupon cannot be used due to the store being full. We apologize for any inconvenience.

https://takoyakimarket.com/index.html
https://takoyakimarket.com/index.html


bistecca IL FORNO 1000 yen discount coupon
(2023/8/1~)

Redemption Location
(bistecca IL FORNO)1 Chome-5-17 Minamihorie, Nishi Ward, Osaka ,Japan
 
Official Website
https://bistecca-ilforno.jp/
 
Notice
1. You can enjoy a 1000 yen discount coupon.
2. Please check the official website in advance for business hours.
3. If there is a price difference, you will need to pay the balance on-site.
4. There may be situations where the coupon cannot be used due to the store being full. We apologize for any inconvenience.

BAR CHOICE Choquet 1000 Yen
(2023/5/15~)

Redemption Location
(BAR CHOICE)Yoneyama Building 1F, 1-8-24 Higashi-Shinsaibashi, Chuo-ku
 
Website
https://choice-cola.com/
 
Notice
1. You can enjoy a 1000 yen coupon.
2. Please check the official website for the opening hours in advance.
3. If there is a price difference, the difference needs to be paid on site.
4. Please understand that there may be cases that the ticket cannot be used because the store is full.

https://bistecca-ilforno.jp/
https://choice-cola.com/


EDION Namba sightseeing enjoyment pack 1000 yen coupon

Redemption Location
(エディオン なんば本店)EDION Namba main store 8th floor, 3-2-18 Namba, Chuo-ku, Osaka
 
Official Website
https://namba.edion.com/en/
 
Notice
1. Enjoy the 1000 yen coupon.
2. Pack includes:
・Ninja escape game experience (equivalent to 1000 yen)
・Free luggage storage for 1 day (equivalent to 800 yen)
・Use of the powder room for 1 hour (equivalent to 300 yen) ※You can use the latest home appliances and cosmetics.
・30 minute use of charging spot (equivalent to 200 yen) ※Can be used for both iPhone and Android.
3. Please check the official website in advance for business hours.
4. Any difference in price must be paid on-site.
5. It may be full and you may not be able to use it. Please note.

Paragliding solo experience 1000 yen coupon

Redemption Location
(舞洲スポーツアイランド 太陽の広場)2-1-44 Hokukoryokuchi, Konohana-ku, Osaka-shi, Osaka (Maishima Urban Outdoor Base,
Osaka City Paragrider）
 
Official Website
https://www.west-east.jp/paraglider/index.html
Reservation site (Japanese only)
https://osakamachipara.com/
 
Notice
1. Reservation only. Please make a reservation in advance. If no reservation is made in advance, the location may be closed. Please
check before using the ticket.
2. Please complete a reservation: reservations can be made through the website
(open from February 20).
3. You need to bring clothes/shoes that make you feel free to exercise.
4. In addition, please refer to the timetable and activity application form for the day of your visit.
5. Facility restrictions (age: over 3 years old / height: under 190cm / weight: under 80kg)

https://namba.edion.com/en/
https://www.west-east.jp/paraglider/index.html
https://osakamachipara.com/


Strolling on the Water SUP Experience 1000 Yen Coupon
2023.04.01~NEW

Redemption Location
1-2-25 Hokukoryokuchi, Konohana-ku, Osaka City, Osaka Prefecture
 
Official Website
https://www.west-east.jp/mishima-citysup.html
 
Notice
1. Round SUP/BIG SUP cannot be experienced by junior high school students (or younger).
2. There is a height restriction for Bicycle SUP.
3. Drinkers/pregnant women cannot participate.
4. It may be canceled due to weather conditions.
5. Please wear clothes that you don't mind getting wet. (You may get wet due to splashes or watercraft falls.)
 

Keihan Railway KYOTO-OSAKA SIGHTSEEING PASS 1 Day
2023.04.01~NEW

Redemption Location
Keihan Railway【Yodoyabashi Station】
3-1-25 Kitahama，Chuo-ku, Osaka (Premium Car ticket window)
 
Keihan Railway 【Kitahama Station】
1-8-16 Kitahama，Chuo-ku, Osaka (Premium Car ticket window)
 
Keihan Railway【Temmabashi Station】
1-1 Temmabashikyomachi,Chuo-ku, Osaka. (Station office)
 
Keihan Railway【Kyobashi Station】
2-1-38 Higashinodamachi, Miyakojima-ku, Osaka (Premium Car ticket window)
 
Keihan Railway【Sanjo Station】
Sanjo Ohashi Bridge, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto (Premium Car ticket window)
 
Official Website
https://www.keihan.co.jp/travel/en/trains/passes-for-visitors-to-japan/kyoto-osaka.html
 
Notice
1. Redeem physical ticket before take the train.
2. Validity of the physical ticket is printed on the ticket.
3. Ticket can be used for「Local」「Semi-express」「Sub-express」「Express」「Rapid Express」「Limited Express」「Rapid
Limited Express」train.It cannot be used for 「premium car」 (same tram of designated seat).
4. Guest needs to buy the designated seat of 「premium car」if there’s any need.

https://www.west-east.jp/mishima-citysup.html
https://www.keihan.co.jp/travel/en/trains/passes-for-visitors-to-japan/kyoto-osaka.html

